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EXHIBITION 2019

Arts & Minds Exhibition 2019

The 2019 exhibition at the St Johns Centre in Leeds was a huge
success! 141 pieces of 2D work and 25 pieces of 3D work were
exhibited by 80 artists. Additional pieces were exhibited by Culture
Club, and their installation of birds. 20 sales were made during the
show totalling £994, with further interest in 5 commissions/extra
prints. 2576 people visited the show over its 13 day duration, with
an average of 193 per day. Phew! Enough stats! Here’s some
pictures and comments from the public:
“Lovely artwork with such
a great variety of
mediums! A joy to take 10
minutess to escape city
life and be immersed in
paintings! Amazing.”
“Refreshing and thought
provoking and a window
into the artists’ minds.”

All photographs by Mat Dale

“Wandered in on the off
chance and
ABSOLUTELY LOVED IT.
Brilliant standard of work.
Thank you so much.”
“Lovely idea. Relaxing.
Good to have art in
unusual venues.”
“I can see reflections in
other people’s work that
helps me feel more
connected.”
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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We also asked the
public about their
feeings about art and
mental health. Here
are some of the
comments:
“Art is a platform to
create. Art is where I
can connect
physically, mentally,
and emotionally.”
“Art is nutrition for the
soul.”
“Art makes me feel...
at peace, complete,
serene, whole,
spiritual, in love!”
“Art makes me feel
like I can express my
emotions and have fun
because there are no
rules.”
“Art helps me to turn
my anxiety into
something people can
appreciate. It is my
everything. It is how
I express myself and
its how I communicate
with others.”
Thanks so much to EVERYONE who was in any way involved with
the show. The exhibition will return in 2020 - and we’ll let you know
as soon as possible when and where it will be.
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Dwell Time: Open Call

This brilliant project is looking for art and writing - get involved.
Dwell Time is an arts publication reflecting on mental wellbeing
produced in collaboration with Penistone Line Partnership. We are
seeking drawings, illustrations, poetry and stories about real life,
raw feelings and survival stories; more about the journeys more
than the destinations. See: https://dwelltimepress.wordpress.com
The Penistone Line is a slow and scenic journey from Huddersfield
to the steel city of Sheffield, through beautiful countryside and over
Penistone Viaduct, plus a stop at Meadowhall shopping centre.
Almost 300 people died in suicide incidents on Britain’s railways in
2016/17, according to Office of Rail and Road figures, including on
the Penistone Line. According the the mental health charity Mind,
approximately 1 in 4 people in the UK will experience a mental
health problem each year.
Who: You don’t need to have any experience or training. You may
be a professional artist/writer or you may never have drawn or
written anything like this before. You might be a train enthusiast,
daily train commuter or travel on trains rarely. You may be local
to a Penistone Line station or be from a completely different part
of the world. Perhaps your contribution is about your own mental
health or a family member or friend’s. Everybody has mental health
just like physical health; whether considered in good shape or not,
therefore everybody is eligible to contribute with reflections on
these topics. You may also submit anonymously or use a
pseudonym if you prefer.
Where: The publication will be distributed on the Penistone Line
trains travelling from Huddersfield to Sheffield. The publication is
for a general audience (everybody) to pick up and read and
therefore we ask that contributors are mindful of content being
appropriate for all ages. All contributions will be published on
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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the Dwell Time blog so if you have something that may not be
suitable for a general audience but would like it published on the
blog, please do send it us.
When: Issue 2 will be launched in Spring 2020 and all
contributions will be added to the blog as they arrive.
Payments/fees: It’s free to submit.
Criteria and selection process: Images should be high resolution
(300 dpi ideally) and can be full colour or greyscale. Text
submissions should be up to a maximum of 750 words as a
guideline and sent in an editable format.
To submit:
Email: avavprojects@
yahoo.co.uk with high
resolution images or
text in editable format. Please include
what name/pseudonym you wish to use
or whether you would
like your contribution
to be anonymous.
If you would like a
link to your website
or blog please also
include this.
Deadline:
31 December 2019
for publishing in the
second print issue of
Dwell Time.
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Arts & Minds Call Outs

Part of Arts & Minds’ work is around supporting people to develop
their ideas. There are a couple of new ideas that might turn into
bigger projects - have a look and let us know if you think you would
like to be involved.

Photography & Mental Health
- Are you a photographer with mental health issues?
- Are you interested in depicting mental health through your
photographs?
- Do you want to work with other photographers in Leeds?
- Would you like to be part of a collaborative photography
exhibition?
If the answer to any of the above questions is yes, please get in
touch. Arts & Minds is interested in supporting a group of Leeds
photographers to work together.
There are no expectiations to do anything in particular, just an
enthusiasm for photography!

Photograph by Ian Gill
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Geekery is Good for You

We believe that being a geek can be good for your mental health.
There’s a power in finding your tribe. Sometimes literally. It’s
heartening to find a group of people who are as obsessed with that
game, film or tv show as you are. Often this happens online, and
that’s fine. But what about in real life?
We are getting people together who care about his sort of thing to
workshop ideas, tap enthusiasm and work together to bring this to
others.
Some of the questions we could address are:
- how do we support people who’ve had mental health issues in
what we do?
- how do we help people if they have serious issues?
- how do we unite as a group of geeks to help everybody’s mental
health?
Let’s come together and Geek Out!

Create & Connect: Artists Needed

Every month Arts & Minds Members meet to get together, have a
coffee, share ideas - and be creative. Which is where you come in!
We are looking for enthusiastic members to try out a
creative activity in the sessions. This is a chance to practice ideas
and workshops on a friendly group. So, if you are creative and
want to help others make something, please let us know.
Create & Connect dates - all on Monday afternoons, 2 - 4pm
October 7th/ November 4th/ December 2nd
The Tetley, Leeds, LS10

To get involved with any of these ideas and opportunities, please
email Tom at tom.bailey@artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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It’s Our Minds Our Future - Open Mic

There’s a really exciting Spoken Word event coming to Leeds very
soon. Check it out below.
An Open Mic has been organised by young people to raise
awareness of the ‘Our Minds Our Future Campaign’. The
Campaign recognises that there is huge disparity between young
people’s (16-25) ‘needs’ and ‘access’ when it comes to their mental
health. We recognise that the current mental health system does
not only let young people down, but also fails to respect, and will
often breach, our human right to mental health. To achieve this, we
need YOUR support.
So whether you are interested in being a part of the movement,
appreciate spoken word poetry, or are simply looking for
something to do in Leeds, we invite YOU to our Spoken Word
Open Mic evening where performers will talk about their own
experience of the mental health system, or that of others in a safe
and non-judgemental environment.
Join us at the LS6 Cafe, from 7pm for an evening of powerful
words, stories, and to learn more about the Campaign.
SPECIAL GUESTS: BETHANY ROSE, LAURENCE O’REILLY,
SHARENA LEE SATTI

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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For an Open Mic spot contact ourmindsleeds@gmail.com.
‘It’s Our Minds, It’s Our Future’: Spoken Word Open Mic
Thursday, October 10th, 7 - 10 pm
LS6 Cafe, 16 Headingley Lane, Leeds, LS6 2AS
The event is being organised by Santia Ahmed and Amber Graver.
Amber has written this poem:
Gatekeepers
by Amber Graver
Did you hear it in the news...‘Girl Kills Herself’
Perhaps this wouldn’t happen as much if we prioritised our mental
health?
But stats keep honing in
And in the UK we are living in
This ‘post-code lottery’
Young people like me are suffering
From the disparity between access and need
Clarity and lack of transparency
From quality, time waited to be seen
Been treated miles away from family
...And it is exhausting.
The lucky ones will be signposted
But it takes so long that young people are treated by adult services
And this is scary, uncommon territory.
16-25, not yet an adult no longer a child
....We are unique.
Please, listen to us.
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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The Parting Glass at Inkwell

A special performance of a new play, as part of Inkwell’s 10th
birthday celebrations.

Jim’s always been a bit of a character – cracking jokes, telling
funny stories, the life and soul of the party. And he’s met his perfect
match: Sara. She’s a Leeds lass with a sense of adventure and a
cutting wit, always up for a laugh.
At Jim’s 30th birthday party, they should be having the time of their
lives. The world is at their feet, right? But Jim is hiding a lingering
feeling that he’s not quite built for this world. Like there’s always
been something wrong. Tonight, he wants to talk, to tell you his
story – one he’s never told before.
Exploring mental health, masculinity and human connection in a
social media-obsessed world, The Parting Glass is a moving new
play (with a fair few laughs along the way) by Chris O’Connor,
directed by Red Ladder Theatre Company’s Rod Dixon, and developed from O’Connor’s previous production ‘The Life and Soul.’
.

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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‘… a dynamic and emotive production that throws into question
socialised masculinity, and the dangers of playing up to the
entrenched stereotypes that leave men particularly voiceless and
isolated.’ The State of the Arts
Recommended for ages 14+. Running time: approx. 1 hour.
Contains strong language and themes of depression and suicide.
Tuesday 15th October
Doors 6pm for vegetarian meal; show starts at 7pm
Tickets: £5, which includes food.
The show will be followed by a discussion and Q&A.
For tickets, go to Inkwell’s website at www.inkwellarts.org.uk

Reasons to Stay Alive

“At 24 Matt’s world collapsed under the weight of depression. This
is the true story of his journey out of crisis; a profoundly uplifting
exploration of living and loving better. The first theatrical adaptation
of Matt Haig’s frank and funny bestseller. This play with music and
movement, imagined for the stage and directed by Jonathan
Watkins, celebrates what it means to be alive.”
Showing at Leeds Playhouse 12 - 16 November
Tickets from £14, more info at www.leedsplayhouse.org.uk

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Bringing It All Back Home

Last year, Leeds Music Trust (which celebrates its 10th year as a
registered charity this year) launched ‘Bringing It All Back Home’, a
music and mental health project which uses music to try and help
improve participants’ emotional well-being. For more info see:
www.bringingitallbackhome.org.uk
On the afternoon of Saturday 28 September, Wharf Chambers in
Leeds city centre will be the venue for a family-friendly matinee gig
featuring tributes to Queen and Lady Gaga, along with 80s and
90s karaoke.
Effervescent Leeds party covers band Penny and the Sausages
will be playing the hits of Lady Gaga (while suitably dressed for the
task!) and the gig will also mark the Leeds debut of Where’s
Brian?, an all-female guitarless Queen tribute act hailing from
Leeds, Manchester and Newcastle.

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Penny and the Sausages, minus front woman Penny, will also
provide the backing for live band karaoke, with members of the
audience taking turns to hop on stage and sing some pop and rock
classics from the 80s and 90s.
Doors open at 1.30pm, with the first band on stage at 2pm and the
gig finishing by 5pm. Tickets are available in advance and on the
door, on a Pay What You Feel basis (suggested donation £5), with
free entry for kids under 16:
https://www.ticketsource.co.uk/null/t-opemxq
Bringing It All Back Home - All Ages Matinee
Saturday 28th September, from 1.30pm
Wharf Chambers, 23-25 Wharf St, Leeds LS2 7EQ

STAND - writing/ music workshop
You are invited to an exciting creative writing and music workshop
experience, and become a part of a major new artwork by artist
Mel Brimfield and composer Gwyneth Herbert - to be shown in arts
centres around the country in 2020.
We are inviting you to to take part in a free, dynamic and
playful singing / songwriting workshop which explores emotions
and subjects around the topic of mental health, such as isolation
and connection; loneliness and community; anxiety and healing;
the loss, finding and sharing of voice.
Individual stories, experiences and creative output will be also
collected from each workshop and directly inspire our final epic
choral composition. This will be written, recorded for and “sung”
by a multi-speaker installation - and presented in diferent venues
across the UK next year.
STAND Workshop, Friday 27th September, 11am - 4pm, free.
The Tetley LS10 1JQ.Contact Arts & Minds to book your place.
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Light Night 2019

Arts & Minds have been invited to take part in Light Night on 10th
October - have a look below at the information from creative producers Callum and Shannah to find out how you can get involved.
This year, Light Night Leeds really want to make sure the Light
Night Parade celebrates all of the brilliant people living in Leeds.
We know that your group is one of the reasons that makes Leeds
the fantastic place that it is, and we want to invite you and your
participants to take part in some of the workshops that will be
happening in and around Light Night.
Here’s what you can take part in this year:
When Dreams Run Wild Lantern Making and Parade
We are working closely with Liverpool-based The Lantern
Company to create a centre piece for the Parade, titled ‘When
Dreams Run Wild’. The idea is for them to create a large lantern of
a child sleeping in a bed, surrounded by smaller star shaped
lanterns. We really want you to influence what this looks like by
feeding in to the design of the larger lantern, to create some star
lanterns yourselves, and to walk with the centre piece in the
Parade on the 10th October, showing off what you have made!
Craft Activities Workshops
Available on three different dates and locations, these workshops
are a family friendly chance to make a crafty lampshade that can
either be in the Parade, used to decorate Gipton Old Fire Station,
or be used on the set for Northern Rascals’ Tales of the Mesmerist
that is being performed on Dortmund Sq. This is a chance for all
the family to get involved in making something really creative!
28th September 2019 (1pm) @ The Old Fire Station, Gipton
28th September 2019 (1:45pm) @ The Old Fire Station, Gipton
10th October 2019 @ Leeds Town Hall - This involves being in the
Launch Parade!
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Glow in the Dark Face and Body painting
This is a different way to take part in the Parade. Have you always
wanted to paint? What better way to start than using your own skin
as the canvas! Leeds-based artist Marie Koehl will be running 2
workshops, with people being able to choose whether they just
paint their faces or go that bit further. Having learned some new
techniques, you can then show off your creations in the Parade.
25th September 2019 @ The Middle Floor, Wharf Chambers
2nd October 2019 @ Leeds Beckett University, Student Union
10th October 2019 @ Leeds Town Hall
We really hope to see as many of you involved this year as possible, it’s set to be our biggest and best festival with loads to see and
do on both nights. We really do want to see Leeds represented by
the wonderful people who make it the amazing city it is.
Book now - email Shannah at shannah.cole@leeds.gov.uk or
Callum at callum.holt@leeds.gov.uk.

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Swarthmore - new courses

There are a couple of new courses at Swarthmore we thought you
ought to know about! Here are the details:

Mindful Art, Tuesday 10am – 12pm
Practicing mindfulness regularly can relieve stress and boost our
overall health and well-being. In mindful art class we will be using
mindful techniques to focus our minds on all our five senses
allowing ourselves to be in the present moment. When taking part
in a mindful art task we focus on the process of creating rather
than the end result, meaning anyone can take part and benefit.
During each session there will be an element of meditation and
discussion on famous paintings and their mindful interpretation.
Creative Wellness, Tuesday 1 – 3pm
On this course you will take part in a variety of art and craft
activities. It has been shown that being creative improves self
esteem and confidence. A variety of artistic techniques and short
crafts activities.
Swarthmore Education Centre, 2-7 Woodhouse Square, Leeds
LS3 1AD. www.swarthmore.org.uk

Drawing Room, Leeds Central Library
Drawing Room is a creative art and craft studio ideally situated in
the Art Library at Leeds Central Library. It actively promotes art and
creativity by providing opportunities to explore, create, develop,
learn and be inspired by Art Library collections. A collaborative and
informative space for sharing skills and inspiring creativity in visual
arts for the people of Leeds.
To find out more please visit our website:
www.leeds.gov.uk/musicandart
Autumn Highlights: Drop In & Draw on Tuesday lunchtimes/ Life
Classes with Suman Kaur/ Monthly Craft Group, Tuesday teatime
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Creative Cafe/ Drop in Studios

Aire Place Studios are brilliant. They are really welcoming - and
especially thoughtful around mental health issues. Please do go
along to this weekly Drop In. We’ll see you there!
Are you looking to improve your technique or try something new,
perhaps you’d just like a bit of company while you work?
Come along to our unique cafe experience where you can enjoy a
hot drink and a bit of cake while being part of our creative space.
Bring your creative projects and creative conversation to our cafe/
gallery. Everyone (including pets) welcome!
Free. Affordable hot drinks and cake available throughout the day.
Aire Place Studios, Kirkstall Rd, Leeds LS3 1JL
Wednesdays 10:00 to 15:00 (starting from Oct 2nd)

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Identity: Life Through A Lens

Christian Smith is a long-time Arts & Minds member and
photographer. Here he relects on his journey as an artist. Be aware
that he explores some difficut issues, including loss, bereavement,
death, suicide.
I recently had my photography displayed in an exhibition at the
Touchstone IAPT building in Leeds. I am extremely grateful to the
curator, a fellow Arts & Minds member, for investing her time, effort
and interest in my “work”.
I am embarrassed to say that I didn’t attend the exhibition. I was
always going to go, tomorrow. The word “work” above with its
inverted commas, may give a bit of an insight into my reluctance to
form or accept an identity as “a photographer”. At what point can
people legitimately call themselves a photographer? Does owning
a camera or a smart phone qualify a person? Is it paid work, an
academic pursuit, a Flair or an Eye?
When I was younger my Dad took family photographs, making
sure to write the date and location on the back of each photo in
biro, that most permanent and un-smudgeable of pens. I existed in
those photos, a young boy surrounded by family and smiles. When
my Dad left, he told me that it was my job to look after my mum
and sister in his absence. At 9-years-old, my job was now to look
outward. I assumed the mantle of protector and, by default,
photographer.
As the years passed, I began to feel like a “cameraman” viewing
my life through a lens rather than an actor playing the lead role.
Anxiety took me out of the limelight, I wasn’t comfortable having
my picture taken; I’d assumed the photographer role, I rarely
appeared in photos myself.
For the socially anxious, being behind the lens gives you unprecedented access to social occasions. You can be right in the middle
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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of the action, with a well-defined and accepted role, whilst
remaining somewhat removed and in control.

‘Dad & Sis’ by Christian Smith

In April 2014, my Dad died unexpectedly of a heart attack. In
December 2015, his Dad, my Grandfather died. In March 2016, my
dear friend and ex-partner took her own life. I realised, now unable
to capture images of these loved ones, that I perceive photos as
precious tangible memories, snapshots of a story and emotion.
I would talk to my Dad and my friend on the phone whilst walking
around Leeds. When they died, I started to take the bus and taxis.
Without those moments of connection, my long walks felt empty
and my anxiety would peak. Over time, it occurred to me that those
lost moments could evolve into a continued bond with the people
I was grieving for. I resolved to invest time in taking photos when
walking around Leeds – photos telling little stories, expressing
hidden emotions.

...continues overleaf

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Identity: Life Through A Lens
..continued from page 13

Photography is part of my identity. It has allowed me a stable and
safe perspective from which to view life whilst depressed, anxious,
grieving… It has also allowed me to hide. After years of working in
healthcare settings (in the community, wards, crisis services and
now bereavement) I am finally practicing what I preach a little bit
more and taking steps towards investing in myself, to reveal a little
more of myself to the world.
I thought I had lost my laptop a few weeks ago. I was thrown back
into Loss Mode – all those photos, those memories, gone! I was
forced into the realisation that my photos are bookmarks for
memories, but they are not the memories themselves. I remember
the important moments, I was behind the lens, but I was there.
Paradoxically, I am stepping in front of the lens, back into my life,
to become a Photographer.
Christian Smith
Instagram: @unrealcasm
With World Suicide Prevention Day on 10th September, I would
like to plug a fantastic service that helped me so much and that I
can now proudly call my employer: Leeds Suicide Bereavement
Service. If you have lost someone or been affected by suicide
please check out our website at www.leedssbs.org.uk or call Leeds
Mind reception to be put through to one of our team: 0113 305
5800
Thanks so much to Christian for this brave and honest article. Arts
& Minds is interested in getting photographers together to work
together on possible exhibitions and support. Please see p.6 for
more information on this idea.
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Amelia Baron:
Obsession at the Asylum

Amelia is an Arts & Minds member who is showing work as part of
the Index Festival. Obsession at the Asylum brings together
Amelia’s research of the West Ridings Pauper Lunatic Asylum into
an interactive installation, aiming to intrigue, educate and involve
the audience with Wakefield’s history of one of the first mental
health institutions to offer moral care and support for the “insane
poor”. During her adolescence, Amelia spent lengthy stays in
psychiatric wards due to ill mental health, but it was during these
years that she regained her passion for art and poetry, using it as
a cathartic tool for recovery and a means of communication with
family and friends. See her work on display in the Ridings Centre,
Wakefield from the 25th- 29th September.
Obsession at the Asylum, Ridings Centre, Wakefield, WF1 1DS
ameliabaron.co.uk indexfestival.org

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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SuperFe: ART ACTIVATOR

Another of our regular columns from Fe - who is keen to spread
the love and encourage us all to be more creative.
Image
by
Cassy
Burton

The Yorkshire Sculpture International is happening at a perfect
time for me as earlier in the year I had an opportunity to participate
in a clay sculpture workshop at the Leeds Central Library. Never
having done sculpture of any kind before I was surprised at how
much I got out of doing sculpture and how much I could put into
making my sculpture. I became so inspired by that workshop, it
opened me up to start my new interest in all things sculpture.
Then “barabing! barabang!” - along comes the YSI bringing a sea
of sculpture I can dive right into. Navigating the uncharted waters
of sculpture has been loads of fun, interesting and educational. I’m
really glad sculpture is getting this kind of attention. I feel it can be
slightly sidelined, probably through lack of understanding of what
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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sculpture is or what sculpture can be.
I have been given the opportunity to be a....wait for it...dramatic
movie trailer voice....Art Activator! A title I have decided to keep for
life! It’s the job of an Art Activator to well, erm, activate the art (it’s
all in the name folks!) and we do this by engaging art viewers with
the sculptures. It’s a great job.
I worked with Tarek Atoui in his sound installations along with
other international artists who had designed some fascinating
instruments that were generated by electricity which pumped air
to several instruments that created unusual sounds. Learning to
play these unconventional instruments was very intriguing and a
wonderful experience. The experience was completely unique and
forever memorable. The best thing I’ve done in ages.
I was also art activating for Amanda Phillips at Leeds Art Gallery,
encouraging people to engage with making sculptures from paper
cups. Who would have thought you can make amazingly imaginative sculptures from paper cups? Amanda created a project for
people to use everyday objects - paper cups, straws, string, card,
parcel tape, plastic ties and metal clips to make sculptures.
‘Create, Sculpt, Play’ run by Hatch was outside Leeds Art Gallery
for 2 weeks of fun play times for little kids and big kids alike,
making all things 3D. Playfulness is the gateway to all creativity in
my opinion and helping out on this project was super rewarding to
see kids and parents have fun, play and create.
With all of these wonderful experiences with sculpture under my
belt, I feel like I can take the plunge a little deeper in with another
YSI project and try out wood sculpture. Ask me if I’ve done any
woodwork? Have I ‘eck as like - but I’m not letting that stop me!
I’m a tad nervous, but far more excited at the prospect of working
with some more artists and making my first wood sculpture.
Sandpaper and saw to the ready!
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Culture Club

Arts & Minds runs a regular Culture Club, aimed at people who
want to see cultural stuff with a supportive group. Here’s Margaret
Wilkinson for this season’s update:
With the Leeds Playhouse and the Howard Assembly Rooms
closed for refurbishment, Culture Club have had a very sparse
Spring and Summer attending the theatre.
However, Culture Club had a vision to make a flock of birds from
recycled milk cartons. We became quite nerdy talking about the
quality of the milk cartons and also adventurous studying the tail
shape of different species of birds. We had a murmuration of
starlings, a murder of crows, a few swifts and some odd birds!
Fortunately our recycling project took off and our time was
occupied preparing installations for the Arts and Minds Summer
Exhibition in the St John’s Shopping Centre in early June, “Flights
of Freedom”.

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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No sooner had we taken that down we were asked to install “The
Birds” in St Matthew Church, Chapel Allerton for the Chapel
Allerton Arts Festival at the end of August. Culture Club were then
asked to contribute to the Leeds Art Gallery Summer Play School
event “Create, Sculpt and Play” where we had another installation
of “The Birds” in a shipping container with Perspex sides outside
the Art Gallery.
At each of the three events we have run workshops on how to
make a bird and have engaged and met so many different people
and children from Leeds and beyond.It has been an amazing
experience and confidence booster for all involved, especially as it
has given joy to participants and brought communities together.
This is summed up in a text I received from the Rev Sue Rusholme
of St Matthew Church, Chapel Allerton:
Dear Margaret, I just wanted you to know that everyone who sees
the Flight of Freedom installation comments on how wonderful it is.
I am seeing a wedding couple today who saw it a few weeks ago
and would love it if it was still in place on 19 October, would it be
possible for us to keep it up until then? Also we have been invited
to the local Jewish Community Mitvah to help them make a display.
Amazing and wonderful. Thanks again.
Sue Rusholme
Well done to all the Culture Clubbers, you know who you are, for
making the vision a reality, We all worked together, had a good
laugh in the process and created something very special whilst
getting the message out there about mental health and contributing
to the Culture of Leeds. It has been and still is A-MAZ-ING.
Thank you so much to Margaret and Gillian who give up their time
to run Culture Club. Contact us at Arts & Minds if you or someone
you know would like to join the fun.
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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Artist Focus: Alex Horswood

Alex Horswood is a Yorkshire based poet, musician and artist.
Alex is the first person in Yorkshire to be awarded Direct Payments
though social services purely to help her progress in her art and
music. Art is her therapy and her medication; it literally keeps her
alive. Some of her work depicts her experience of community care
and is quite political. Alex is currently looking to exhibit her work in
Leeds so look out for more information from us soon.

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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The Looking Glass
Through the looking glass I see a delicate weeping willow tree
Its fingers of hands like waving as if to beckon me,
We try to communicate but there’s glass and curtains between
our souls; so we adapt in imaginary forms and ways like a
photo made in black and white only portraying a silhouette of
that which lives behind.
As I ponder deeper in the haze eyes seduced fixed and
glazed,
Entranced and enslaved by those dancing hands in ballerina
flight….
I see a wall made of flesh and bones, cemented together with
flowering cancer seeds of doubt, and I cry….
“Willow I fear what I see for this Frankenstein is made of me.”
Whispers to the wind reply,
“Child what good is a wall built on sand without solid
foundations to stand”
and in that instance I watch it fall,
and I cry, “Teacher was it not from out of you I did conceive
the conception of the dream? It was you that watered
nourished and began to blueprint me?”
And I question,
“Am I now left alone to hold the stage, have people laugh and
point at this enigma who is me acting like a mad women If
mad I be, friend do not leave me in this dream.”
Alex Horswood, 2019
If you are an artist or writer and would like to feature your work on
these pages, please contact us at Arts & Minds.
www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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What is Arts & Minds?

Arts & Minds is a network of people in Leeds who are interested
in creativity and mental health. We include carers, health
workers, artists, performers, students, people who’ve used
mental healh services, OTs... anyone with an interest.
We want to get people talking about how the arts can help
mental well being. We work closely with mental health services
(we’re funded by Leeds & York Parterships NHS Trust) and
encourage workers to use creativity in people’s care. We also
run the annual Love Arts Festival, a 2 week celebration of
creativity and well-being.

If you want to know more, please contact us using the details
on the front cover. You are welcome at any of our events or
workshops, if you are a member or not. You can join Arts &
Minds for free at: www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk/join-us

www.artsandmindsnetwork.org.uk
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